Manhattan Hotel Recommendations in the Inexpensive Range

Hotels in New York are expensive. Below is a list of hotels in the less expensive range that we have compiled on the basis of people’s recommendations and/or on-line recommendations. The Washington Square Hotel (the first on the list) is the inexpensive hotel that is most commonly recommended by people & also the one that is closest to the conference location (The New School).

1. The Washington Square Hotel (Greenwich Village)
   http://washingtonsquarehotel.com/
   Single $267
   Double $267

2. Holiday Inn – (Delancey Street-Lower East Side)
   Single  $232.00
   Double  $248.00

3. Holiday Inn – (Midtown)
   Single  $203
   Double $240

4. Hotel Pennsylvania (Midtown-Close to Penn Station)
   http://www.hotelpenn.com/
   Single  $175
   Double $197

5. POD 39 Hotel (39th Street & Lexington)
   http://www.thepodhotel.com/
   Single  $175
   Double $185

6. POD 51 Hotel (51 Street & 2nd Avenue)
   -Shared bath
   http://www.thepodhotel.com/
   Single $125
   Double $140

7. Hotel 17 (Lower Midtown)
   -Shared Bath
   http://www.hotel17ny.com/
   Single $125
   Double $143